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Japanparts Group expands its range of suspension products
Strut mounts now introduced in the range
Japanparts Group presents at Equip Auto 2019 (Hall 1 Stand J 109) a new
range consisting of 250 shock absorber strut mounts, available for Asian,
American and European vehicles. The inclusion in the range of the strut
mounts further extends the company's offer of suspension products, which is
already one of the most comprehensive in the market in terms of shock
absorbers, which already provide an enviable coverage of even all the
European circulating vehicles.
The new strut mount, designed to connect the chassis to the shock absorber
and to better prevent the shocks and vibrations, increases the durability not
only of the shock absorber but also of the suspensions and improve road
holding and vehicle control.
The strut mounts offered by Japanparts Group, packed with all the accessories
for a complete replacement, are distributed with a completely redesigned
packaging that captures the consumer's attention and highlights, through the
slogan "Quality Tested", the quality of Japanparts, Ashika and Japko branded
products.
The strut mounts offered by Japanparts Group are covered by a 24 months
warranty, confirming the high quality of the materials used in the production
of these products, which are proposed as a valid alternative to the original
product. Each strut mount is also strictly designed following the original
drawings in order to guarantee the perfect interchangeability with OE spare
parts.
Like any other product offered by Japanparts Group, the new strut mounts
ensure high reliability, as a result of the careful selection of suppliers, one of
the company's pillars. They also benefit from a timely customer service, also
thanks to the recent expansion of the Verona’s warehouse, able to manage
over 15,000 withdrawal lines daily.
The coverage offered by the new range of strut mounts for European cars is
also enviable, showing the strong commitment of the company to increasingly
be a global player for its customers.

To support the launch of the new range of strut mounts, Japanparts Group
has created three catalogues dedicated to the Japanparts, Ashika and
Japko brands, which can be downloaded at the following link:
http://www.japanpartsgroup.com/splash/cataloghi.html
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